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Abstract

In this paper an analytic framework is developed for the examination of state policies that are most likely to influence teachers' content decisions. This framework offers a way of assessing the potential strength of such policies in terms of their prescriptiveness, consistency, authority and power. The framework has been applied to policies relating to elementary school mathematics in seven states: California, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, New York, Ohio, and South Carolina. These states were systematically selected from the population of fifty states; structured interviews were used to obtain as complete documentation on each state as possible. The distinctive characteristics of each state are described, with particular attention to whether the states attempt to exert control directly over teachers or indirectly through responsibilities placed on districts. Then the characteristics of the various types of policy are compared, including policies on instructional objectives and syllabi; student testing; student placement; textbooks; time allocation; and teacher qualifications. In conclusion, the study argues that these similarities and differences among state policies are likely to have important consequences for understanding the decisions that teachers make and the opportunities for students to learn.
STATE POLICY AND THE CONTROL OF CURRICULUM DECISIONS:
ZONES OF TOLERANCE FOR TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

John Schwille, Andrew Porter, Linda Alford, Robert Floden, Donald Freeman, Susan Irwin and William Schmidt

How much do state policy makers have to say about what is taught in elementary school mathematics in the United States? What is left for teachers to decide and how much does this residual differ from state to state? These questions underlie this comparative study of state policies in California, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, New York, Ohio and South Carolina. The policies of interest are ones which are likely to influence teacher content decisions about (a) how much time to devote to mathematics, (b) what topics to teach, (c) who will be taught which topics, (d) when and how long each topic will be taught and (e) how well topics are to be learned. Teacher decisions in these five areas together determine much of each child's opportunity to learn mathematics in elementary school.

In discussing the relation between these teacher decisions and state policy, we refer to zones of tolerance. This term distinguishes between areas in which teachers are most free to exercise professional discretion and judgment and areas in which they are not so free (e.g., in discussing contraception with children). In Boyd's discussion of curriculum policymaking, the term zone of tolerance denotes the limits set by community values and norms. In this study we are interested not in community values, but rather in zones of tolerance permitted by policy. This paper is written from the perspective of what states ask districts and teachers to do; whether these policies are effectively carried out at the local level is a matter for another study.
Authority, Power and Other Sources of Policy Strength

To describe policy zones of tolerance, we must have a way of assessing the potential strength of policies, that is, the potential they have for affecting what districts and teachers do. In this study of state policy, four sources of policy strength have been considered: prescriptiveness, consistency, authority and power.

Prescriptiveness has to do with how specific and extensive policy is in telling districts and teachers what to do. Policies are often not prescriptive; they may be quite general and ambiguous. Whatever specifics there are may be limited to one small aspect of teachers' content decisions while other aspects may either not be addressed or may be couched in general exhortations.

Consistency has to do with the links among policies by which they mutually reinforce one another. For example, do policies on textbooks and policies on testing call for teachers to make the same content decisions? Some policies may lack consistency in that they are isolates, having no links to other policies. Policies may also conflict, one with another.

Even the most prescriptive and consistent policies may remain weak policies. Still another way to give weight to a policy is to enhance its authority, this is, to make sure it has one or more of the following attributes: appeal to law or rule, consistency with social norms (e.g., the shared belief that certain topics ought to be taught to certain children at a certain age), agreement with relevant expert opinion, or support from charismatic individuals.

Likewise, the power of a policy can be increased through rewards and sanctions. The sources of power parallel the types of authority. For example, rewards and punishments may be accorded by significant others when a
person violates a social norm. The reward may simply be praise, the punishment criticism. Likewise, experts bestow rewards on the less knowledgeable in the form of help while contact with charismatic individuals is conceived of as rewarding in itself and therefore susceptible to manipulation as a form of power.

These definitions of power and authority are adapted from the Spady-Mitchell formulation, which in turn is a revision of the classic Weberian analysis of authority. What is particularly important in these definitions is the crucial distinction that Spady and Mitchell make between submission to authority as opposed to submission to power. Authority is present when there is voluntary submission for reasons of intrinsic personal fulfillment whereas power can be detected in the manipulation of rewards and sanctions and the resulting self-protective calculations of the subordinate individuals involved.

When considering the potential authority of a policy, we therefore look to appeals which are likely to elicit voluntary compliance. One such appeal would be to the law. Most persons obey the law, not solely because of the penalties of disobedience, but also because the law is the law and therefore makes legitimate demands on the behavior of those subject to the law. Another appeal to authority is to invite acceptance of a policy by arguing that it embodies the best of expert knowledge. A third category of appeal consists in showing that a policy has the support of various constituencies whose shared beliefs are important to persons charged with carrying out the policy. This third type of appeal takes two forms. One emphasizes consistency with custom and continuity, with what has long been done. It can be called traditional
authority. The other somewhat weaker form is invoked in the case of policies calling for a change of practice and consists in documenting involvement and support for the change on the part of the groups who have the most at stake.

Background and Method

Although various studies of state curriculum policies have been done, this series of case studies in the first to compare states on all the most relevant policies related to a single subject matter such as mathematics. Thus our study is concerned not just with the potential strength of a single policy, but with cumulative potential impact of all policies which make up the hypothetical policy zones of tolerance in each state. This study is but one in a series of empirical efforts to examine the determinants of teachers' content decisions in elementary school mathematics.

The data collection for these state case studies took place in the Fall of 1981. Our purpose was not to give an up-to-date report on each of the states examined. Instead, we have provided a framework and illustrative analysis for comparing curriculum policies across states. The year 1981 was of particular interest since it marked the end of a period in which the federal government used categorical programs to promote state-level activity in education. Since the United States is now in a period of intense curriculum reform at the state level, it would be good to replicate this study in a few years. In this way it would be possible to document the changes that are now taking place in states as they respond to a changing federal role as well as to pressure for a more uniform and challenging curriculum.

Selection of States and Collection of Documents

For our purpose of illustrating the importance of diversity among states, it was important to select states carefully and systematically. The seven
states here described were chosen in three stages. In the first stage, a literature review was used to construct a 50-state profile of specified policies, such as state assessment and textbook adoption. This profile was supplemented with structured interviews of twenty-two experts in such areas as mathematics education, politics of education and educational testing. These experts were asked to nominate states with specified attributes, such as unusual activity in less well-known policy areas, including grade-to-grade promotions, ability grouping, and emphasis on special topics in mathematics. In the second stage we selected 20 states and within each state interviewed a state mathematics specialist (or other person primarily responsible for mathematics education). The data gathered on these 20 states were used in the third stage to make a final selection.

California, Florida, and New York were selected for having a variety of seemingly strong policies. These three states were consistently nominated by our expert informants and have been frequent objects of attention in the earlier literature. South Carolina was chosen because its apparently strong policies were generally of recent origin and still under development. Ohio and Indiana were selected because, on first acquaintance, they appeared to have relatively weak policies with much responsibility delegated to districts. Michigan was included as yet a third weak policy state and one in which we would gain a better understanding of the state context within which our other studies of teacher content decisions have been conducted.

For states selected, we assembled as complete a set of documents on their relevant policies as possible. To cover the areas in which state prescriptions might influence what teachers teach in elementary school mathematics, seven types of policy were investigated: statements of objectives, achievement testing, textbook adoption, allocation of instructional time, school
evaluation or accreditation, assurance or improvement of teacher qualifications, and promotion of specific topics. After listing types of documents we might obtain, we called responsible staff in each state department of education, starting with the person we had talked to earlier and asking for a particularly knowledgeable person in each area. On average, eight persons were called per state.

An important caveat to consider is that, in analyzing strength of policies, we are limited to the documents collected,\textsuperscript{14} plus a number of more or less extensive telephone interviews in each state. The documents proved to be most useful in providing information about the nature of each policy, the formulation of policies, and attempts to communicate policies to districts and teachers. For inferences about the authority of policies, we have relied heavily on justifications for policy as stated in the documents. It is important to note that many of the documents were official, public statements and thus unlikely to give as much attention to criticism and skepticism about the policies as might be warranted. Also, although some documents describe the implementation of policies (e.g., plans for implementation, reports on inservice training conducted for teachers, reports on the evaluation of policies), we have not done a study of implementation.\textsuperscript{15} Our analysis describes intended policies, not implemented ones.

How States Differed

In this section we discuss what is distinctive about each state in initiating policy zones of tolerance. Given limitations on space, the various types of policy and sources of strength are dealt with, not exhaustively, but selectively to show how the states differed in 1981 in the limits they attempted to place on teachers.
At the time the states were studied, New York and South Carolina had taken the most direct responsibility for establishing zones of tolerance. They were the most direct control states, that is, states whose policies embodied content prescriptions. Florida and California had also assumed a good deal of direct responsibility but at the same time explicitly delegated additional responsibility to the districts. In Ohio and Indiana nearly all the responsibility for establishing policy zones of tolerance was delegated to the districts: they were directed to have policies. They were therefore the most indirect control states. In Michigan, the state made little attempt to limit zones of tolerance or to demand that districts do so. District autonomy was thus greatest in Michigan.\(^{16}\)

**New York: A State of Tradition and Innovation**

Policy for the University of the State of New York (a term used to designate all schools, colleges, universities, libraries and museums in the state, both public and private) is the responsibility of the 200-year-old Board of Regents and their Commissioner of Education. The Regents are the oldest state board in the country. They and the Commissioner they appoint have enjoyed broad legal responsibility and high prestige. Given this history, it is not surprising that New York is a state with relatively strong and centralized curriculum policies.\(^{17}\) These policies speak directly to schools and teachers. To provide direction in mathematics, the state education department in 1981 had a 7-person bureau specializing in this subject. However, unlike all the other states studied except Michigan, New York had little to say to districts on how they should make their own policies.

More than any other state studied, New York used its formidable power and authority not simply to ensure the teaching of core topics, but also to bring about the teaching of new topics. In this sense the New York State policies
have constituted more of a constraint on the autonomy of teachers than policies in other states which ask teachers to teach what most teachers would teach anyway.

This tendency can be illustrated through New York State efforts to promote basic concepts in probability and statistics. This effort got under way in 1974 when 10 New York State districts were recruited for a state-sponsored and NSF-funded pilot project to teach probability. At the end of the three-year project, one of the district project directors went to work on revision of the New York State syllabus for elementary school mathematics. The new syllabus was finally published in the spring of 1980 after having been reviewed by mathematics teachers, revised, field tested in more than 40 districts and again revised. In short, the process was designed to give the new topics a measure of social authority through the well-documented involvement of school personnel in the development of the new syllabus. In the new syllabus, probability and statistics stood as one of the five major strands which told teachers what to teach at what grade level. To monitor achievement of topics in the syllabus, state-developed Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP) tests were given to all students in third and sixth grades.

However, New York had no state textbook adoption to ensure that the topics prescribed by this syllabus were in fact covered in the instructional materials used by teachers and students. Nor was there any attempt to regulate the time allocated to these topics. Recommended time allocations did exist for the total time to be devoted to mathematics at each grade level, but even these time recommendations were not stressed by the State Education Department.

Thus, it was left to tests and associated policies of required remediation to further delimit a policy zone of tolerance. The PEP tests were
only one component of the policies that have given testing its authority and power in New York State. The traditional Regents examinations and the more recent Regents Competency Tests (RCT) also have had a major role to play. The Regents Competency Testing program was instituted in 1978: This program mandated tests in reading, writing and mathematics which had to be passed by all students before they could graduate from high school.\textsuperscript{22}

The RCT and the elementary school PEP tests had potentially powerful consequences in that students who fell below certain points on these exams had to be given special remediation. The school was required to notify the parents of such students in writing of the test results and the plan for remediation.\textsuperscript{23} In the case of the PEP this cycle of testing and remediation, according to official documents, prepared students for the RCT.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, funds for compensatory education programs were allocated to districts on the basis of the percent of students with low PEP scores in a designated baseline year.\textsuperscript{25}

For high school students, Regents examinations (hereafter called the regular Regents) have been a part of state policy since the nineteenth century. While these college-oriented examinations may have had little effect on what has been taught in elementary school, they are nonetheless relevant in providing the state with its traditional authority to mandate tests and set graduation requirements in terms of those tests.

These tests have also provided a precedent for state tests with power. Students who pass a certain number of regular Regents examinations have received a diploma with a Regents endorsement. Such a diploma is regarded as having higher value than the local district diploma other students receive; failure rates have not been negligible even among the somewhat select group
for whom the tests were designed. Teachers are thus likely to feel rewarded when a large number of their students pass these examinations and punished when they do not.

The administration of these tests has given them further legal authority and power. Test security has been strictly regulated by the state. The test manual for the regular Regents and RCT warned that examination fraud (i.e., giving or receiving aid during an exam) was a misdemeanor and that state department personnel would make unannounced visits to schools to ensure examination security. Each student taking a regular Regents or RCT has been required to sign a declaration affirming that there has been no breach of security.

Thus, in New York the state looms as a potent source of curriculum authority and power. The state's tradition of specifying topics to be taught and standards for achievement establish relatively well-defined zones of tolerance. Whether teachers stay within or stray from these zones is a question, however, for which this study provides no direct evidence.

South Carolina: Prescriptive of Content, Cautious About Standards

As of 1981 South Carolina had gone as far as any state in our study in telling teachers what to teach, but had done less than Florida or New York in setting standards that students must meet. Although the state had a number of policies which potentially affected elementary school mathematics (e.g., textbook adoption, school accreditation, teacher testing), the main source of prescriptions at the time of our study was the Basic Skills Assessment Program (BSAP). This program originated in a 1978 legislative act that directed the State Board of Education to establish statewide objectives and standards in reading, writing, and mathematics. This law was detailed, spelling out aspects of policy which in other states like New York would be dealt with in
regulations, not statutory law. Thus, the implicit appeal to legal authority was great. The BSAP specified who would be tested and who might be exempted; it demanded field-testing of tests and inservice training for test administrators; it called for criterion-referenced tests and told how these tests were to be reported. The act even established an independent special project with its own director and administrator to oversee implementation.29

BSAP testing was mandated for grades 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 and 11.30 According to the law, the main purpose of the test was "diagnosis of student deficiencies" to "aid in determining instruction needed by the student in achieving the minimum state-wide standard established for each respective grade."31 According to official interpretation, the Basic Skills Objectives "cannot be considered adequate for a complete program in language arts or mathematics."32 Yet, unlike Florida, districts were not required to develop additional or complementary objectives.

One year after BSAP law was passed, every elementary school teacher in the state received a copy of the BSAP objectives. Two years later the same distribution was given to appropriate section of Teaching and Testing our Basic Skills, a state published manual with suggested teaching strategies and measurement advice for each objective.33 Widespread dissemination was thus assured.

Appeal to social authority has also been an important aspect of BSAP as it has for similar policies in other states. Participation by South Carolina educators in the development of the objectives has been noted in every BSAP document used for school or public information.34 Such documents have referred to "the views of approximately 18,000 public school teachers and hundreds of lay citizens" whose views were considered.35
Provisions to enforce standards of learning were not so much in evidence. All BSAP communications emphasized the nonpunitive nature of the program; its legal power was thus limited. South Carolina had no state policies on promotion or retention. In contrast to Florida and New York, the BSAP position on student placement was to caution against premature use of tests for graduation or promotion. One publication for parents stated flatly: "Test scores will not be used for holding back students." 36 Remediation was required, however, whenever tests revealed student deficiencies.37

Another source of prescription is the Defined Minimum Program (DMP), first implemented in 1975.38 It provided a comprehensive school evaluation and accreditation program, but was not tied directly to the more recent BSAP prescriptions. Its most direct link with teacher content decisions was in its time requirements. Students in grades 1-3 were required to receive mathematics for a minimum of 225 minutes per week for 36 weeks, and 250 minutes per week in grades 4-6.39 Compliance has been monitored through an annual school evaluation in which each staff member answers a questionnaire item which asks the number of minutes per week spent teaching each subject.40

In turn, to obtain accreditation, each district has had to apply annually, submitting school evaluation reports showing compliance with the state's DMP.41 South Carolina schools have also regularly undergone two types of evaluation. One is a short visit to every school for several hours every other year by state department personnel. The other, initiated in 1981-82, consisted of more extensive on-site visits in which two state department staff members are responsible for two types of findings: deficiencies that the school must correct and recommendations that the school may or may not choose to implement. Thus, some provision for legal power exists.
In our judgment, textbook adoption has been a relatively unimportant policy as far as directly controlling teachers' content decisions. In South Carolina, as in most other textbook adoption states, the state has designated a number of textbooks (12 regular or remedial series in 1981) from which districts choose; the state did not require a single adoption for any given district, school or even classroom. However, there was still some press for uniformity and compliance with state content prescriptions. When the state reviewed mathematics textbooks in 1981, every publisher's representative reportedly correlated his or her series with the state's BSAP objectives, and the adoption committee's report commented on the thoroughness with which these objectives were addressed.\textsuperscript{42}

To improve teacher qualifications, the state's main approach before 1982 was mandatory inservice. In addition to a basic mandate of five inservice days required for state aid, inservice has also been emphasized in the BSAP and the DMP.\textsuperscript{43} However, these inservice policies were not prescriptive of content and there was no great involvement of the State Department of Education in subject-matter-oriented inservice. On July 1, 1982, a comprehensive new program for teacher training, certification, initial employment and evaluation was scheduled to go into effect,\textsuperscript{44} but in 1981-82 neither this new program nor the pre-existing inservice policy had done much to narrow the zone of tolerance for South Carolina teachers.

**Florida: Mandatory Prescription at State and District Level**

Florida in 1973 passed a law requiring school-based management.\textsuperscript{45} This law responded to criticism of the increasingly centralized state and district control of public education. According to a later state committee, this 1973 legislation reflected 'the belief that decisions about public schools were
being made too far from those people responsible for teaching children--teachers--and too far from those affected by schools--students.46

Paradoxically, by 1981 Florida, of all the states in our study, had the narrowest policy zone of tolerance for teachers. The 1973 law had little effect. Instead, to resolve the tension between pressures for and against local autonomy, the state mandated district (not school) level involvement in various state curriculum policies. Each of an unprecedented string of accountability laws passed in the 1970s,47 created, on the one hand, district committees to review state proposals and, on the other hand, required districts to develop their own policies that went beyond state minimums (e.g., district objectives, pupil progression plans, testing programs and graduation requirements). In the words of the 1976 Educational Accountability Act, each district school board had to "establish a comprehensive program for pupil progression...based upon local goals and objectives...which supplement the minimum performance standards approved by the State Board of Education."
Likewise, districts were required to establish standards for high school graduation to 'include, but not be limited to, mastery of basic skills and satisfactory performance in functional literacy.'48 Thus, Florida had zone of tolerance boundaries imposed not only directly by the state, but also indirectly through mandates for districts to develop their own policies. State standards were prescribed as the lower limit of accountability.

Nevertheless, the direct state requirements by themselves constituted a comprehensive, interwoven set of accountability mandates. Consistency was an important attribute of Florida policies. By law, to graduate from high school, Florida students had to pass two test hurdles: They had to demonstrate mastery of the eleventh grade state minimum performance standards, and to pass a second state test (first known as the functional literacy test.
and later given the more innocuous title of State Student Assessment Test, Part II. The latter test covered 15 skills in mathematics (e.g., "determine equivalent amounts of up to $100, using coins and paper currency").

Although these requirements were challenged and delayed by the widely publicized and landmark litigation of Debra P. vs. Turlington, a whole series of other interrelated accountability measures were put into effect. They included a comprehensive and hierarchically organized package of minimum performance standards for each grade, statewide assessment tests in grades 3, 5, 8 and 11, a required diagnostic-prescriptive approach to mathematics in grades K-3, compensatory education programs for students who did not satisfy the requirements for a regular high school diploma, teacher certification examinations, and approval of teacher preparation institutions tied to candidates' performance on the required certification examinations. The state also endorsed and disseminated instructional guides, developed by various agencies, to provide teachers with specific enabling objectives for each skill described in the state minimum performance standards and also to give them suggestions for teaching each skill.

The treatment of assessment scores is indicative of the potential power of Florida policies as compared with more cautious approaches in California and Michigan. Assessment scores have been publicly reported by subject and grade levels within schools. The State Commissioner of Education has openly encouraged competition among individual schools to improve test scores. At the extreme, the result has been newspaper reports of the following sort:

The lowest fifth-grade scores were at Lakelands' Lincoln Avenue Elementary, where 71 percent passed communications, and at Winter Haven's Snively Elementary, where the percentage passing math plummeted from 81 to 68 percent.

These tests were not only backed by the appeal to the legal authority of legislation and the social power implicit in the encouragement of school level
competition; the state department could also argue that the content validity of the tests has been confirmed by representative groups of teachers, administrators, and parents in each of Florida's 67 districts. Contracts for test development further extended this appeal to expert authority and social support. For example, the contracted item writers had to have experience in both test construction and as an elementary or secondary teacher.55

Assessment scores have been closely linked to other policies, especially student placement policies. State policy called upon teachers to consider state standards in promotion from third, fifth, eighth and eleventh grades.56 Another use of test scores was in initiating school audits. Legislation authorized the state department of education to conduct building level audits whenever the need for such audits was suggested by low scores on statewide assessment test.57 However, although each school audit lasted about two weeks, the audit policy was not accompanied by strong enough sanctions to give it much power.

The stress on promotion, retention and, in grades 1-3, differentiated placement has been another distinctive feature of the Florida laws. The 1976 act specified that "particular emphasis...shall be placed upon the pupil's mastery of basic skills, especially reading, before he is promoted from the 3rd, 5th, 8th, and 11th grades."58 In addition, according to 1979 legislation establishing the Primary Education Program, the district had to develop a written instructional plan to meet the individual needs of each student in grades K-3, identify a measure by which mastery would be determined for those students who failed the statewide third-grade test, retain at least one year in grade those students who did not show mastery, and maintain records to show, when audited, that these criteria were followed. By state policy, parents had no say in promotion from third grade.59
In contrast to the above policies, state textbook adoption in Florida was not linked to other accountability measures and put little restriction on teacher choice in mathematics. In 1981 the state offered a choice on nine different mathematics series, all from widely known, national publishers.\textsuperscript{60}

The state's reluctance to give teachers a strong voice in curriculum decisions can be seen not only in a relatively narrow zone of tolerance, but also in the nature of appeals to social and expert authority in Florida. Although teachers were always represented on state and district committees, appeals focusing on the expert authority of teachers and their professional organizations have been infrequent. Teachers rarely, if ever, constituted the majority of members on the various implementation committees. In all the references to committees we examined, we found only one reference to the Florida Council of Teachers of Mathematics and one reference to professional organizations in general.\textsuperscript{61} Another indication of this tilt can be found in a publication from the Department of Education titled "Elementary Mathematics: A Total View." It included as appendices two position papers, one on basic mathematical skills from an administrators' organization—the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM), and the other an "agenda for action" developed by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). While the introduction to this document makes little mention of the NCTM agenda, it lists each of the NCSM skills and states that they should be "the central curriculum focus."\textsuperscript{62}

\textbf{California: Prescriptions Without Challenge to Local Authority}

California has been described by Van Geel and Block as a very directive state in matters of curriculum policy.\textsuperscript{63} Yet we found that at least in mathematics policy it has shown much deference to local authorities. For example, the thrust of the state syllabus (the 1975 California Mathematics Framework)\textsuperscript{64}
was to maintain the core curriculum, not to promote innovation. Although the Framework did call for change in the areas of metrics and problem solving, in the main it reflected a disenchantedment with the "new mathematics" reforms. The rationale for this Framework was stated in the foreword by then superintend- tenant Wilson Riles. He declared that its "contents reflect the concerns of teachers rather than those of mathematicians."\textsuperscript{65} The Framework was thus a rejection of the expert authority of mathematicians and an appeal to the mixed traditional and expert authority of the classroom teacher—a sharp contrast to Florida.

Similarly, the tests in the California Assessment Program (CAP) have been justified partly on the basis that they reflected what already was taught. The program in 1981 required mathematics testing in grades 1, 3, 6, and 12.\textsuperscript{66} The aim has been program evaluation, not individual assessment; scores are not meaningful at the individual level. After review of the specifications for the sixth-grade test in 200 randomly selected districts, some topics were deleted "when a substantial number of districts responded that those skills should not be measured as a part of the California Assessment Program."\textsuperscript{67} A document describing the third-grade instrument further stated that "the test had to reflect what was being taught in California public schools, be based on California curriculum frameworks, and be comprehensive in scope."\textsuperscript{68}

In analyzing the power and authority of the CAP, it is important to make a distinction between simply asking districts to administer tests and report results, on the one hand, and asking the districts to teach the content of tests, on the other. In California various sources of authority and power—legal, expert, social and perhaps traditional-support the administration of tests. Yet if one asks whether district curricula should conform to the tests, the answer is less clear. The tests have been based in part on the state's curriculum framework, and districts are legally obligated to teach
content specified in the framework. However, schools have been specifically prohibited by law from teaching to the test. "No...superintendent...or any principal or teacher...shall carry on any program of specific preparation of the pupils...for the testing program as such or the particular test used therein."69

Still more important in avoiding constraints of a state policy zone of tolerance is the Proficiency Assessment Program (PAP). In this, the policy with the most teeth since it has to do with whether or not students graduate from high school, local districts have been mandated to develop their own standards. The key provisions of this indirect policy were that (a) districts must establish minimal standards and assessment procedures for reading comprehension, writing and computation; (b) there must be assessment at least once during grades 4-6, once in 7-9 and twice in 10-11; (c) students must pass the standards in each of the three areas; (d) instruction is to be provided until "the student has been given numerous opportunities to achieve mastery"; and (e) students are to be denied high school diplomas if they do not meet the proficiency standards.70 The requirement for districts to set standards for computation was in some sense a restriction on content, but as with the CAP this constraint was very much in line with what was already being taught. Moreover, the state's role in the setting of standards and procedures PAP has been strictly limited to technical assistance. The State Department was precluded by law from "conducting monitoring or compliance reviews of local procedures" regarding proficiency assessment.71

In the California context of state policies deferring to local authority, textbook adoption does not appear quite as weak relative to other policies as it does in other states. To be sure, the state did give districts a wide range of textbook publishers from which to choose—eleven in 1981.72 But, in
the criteria for textbook evaluation drawn up by the same committee which had
drafted the Framework, content figured prominently and the state content
emphases on problem-solving and metrics were given special attention.\textsuperscript{73}

Thus, although California has had similar types of policy to New York--
objectives, testing, required remediation and graduation requirements--the
authority base for these policies seems very different. Whereas in New York,
policies for the most part relied on the state's own authority and power, both
legal and traditional, almost ignoring the district as an agent of policy
formulation, in California the state was more deferential to teachers and
districts.

\underline{Indiana and Ohio: Zones of Tolerance for Districts, Not Teachers}

Indiana's content policies in 1981 hardly addressed the teacher at all.
The state imposed requirements on school districts without directly telling
teachers what to do. Our telephone interviews indicated that the state placed
great emphasis on local autonomy. The Department of Public Instruction
viewed itself as a facilitator, not a regulator.

The chief policy to embody this orientation has been the Comprehensive
Assessment and Program Planning System (CAPPS, later renamed the Educational
Improvement Program), initiated in 1978.\textsuperscript{74} Persons interviewed insisted that
the CAPPS should not be cast as an attempt to specify curriculum. Instead, it
required school districts to evaluate and plan their own curriculum.

The CAPPS process has included the following steps: (a) a local advisory
committee (including teachers, administrators, parents, and community members)
is formed to work on a particular subject matter; (b) in each of these subject
matters, the present program is analyzed by the professional staff and the
goals and objectives are reviewed by the advisory committee; (c) the district,
after establishing local objectives and standards, assesses the present
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performance of students in grades 3, 6, 8 or 10 (or some comparable sequence) to identify gaps between program objectives and student performance; (d) teachers develop and implement appropriate strategies of instruction, with inservice if necessary; (e) pupil progress is again evaluated; (f) the district develops and implements a system for reporting to parents; and (g) the district reports to the state on its program planning and student progress. In its charge to districts, this policy thus provided a basis for giving legal, expert and social authority to district policies.

While Indiana has been listed as one of the many states with minimal competency testing programs, the state has not actually mandated a testing program. Instead, each school district has been required to develop a method of evaluation that could consist of any appropriate strategy, from teacher observations to norm-referenced tests. Available data on use of reading tests indicates that 97% of the districts used published criterion or norm-referenced tests in 1978-79.

In spite of its emphasis on school district initiative and autonomy, Indiana has had a state curriculum guide (the Mathematics Guidelines, originally published in 1969 and revised in 1977). These minimum competency guidelines, however, have not been viewed as prescriptive, but rather as a stimulus to development of local policies. Indiana has also had state textbook adoptions, with up to seven books in each subject taught, as well as recommended minimum time allocation (15% of the time in grades 1-6 for mathematics and science). But as in New York, no particular effort was made to disseminate this time recommendation, much less enforce it. The state has been still less prescriptive in dealing with student placement. For students not meeting locally determined CAPP standards, some locally defined effort
was to be made. These efforts might include special classes, tutors, individualization, summer school—whatever the district decided was appropriate. No state made policy on promotion or retention.

In Ohio, the State Board of Education has statutory authority to "formulate and prescribe minimum standards to be applied in all (public and private) elementary and high schools...for the purpose of requiring a general education of high quality." According to the Revised Code of Ohio these standards should provide for such matters as curriculum, certification of teachers, instructional materials, admission, promotion and graduation of students. The State Board's response to this mandate was embodied in the Minimum Standards for Ohio Elementary Schools, 1970 revision. This document required each district to adopt a statement of philosophy and purposes for its elementary schools.

School districts were not, however, told what topics to teach in elementary school mathematics (or other areas for that matter). The closest thing to state mathematics objectives was a page and a half section in the interpretation part of the Minimum Standards document, and the items listed were, the document explicitly states, "intended to be suggestive rather than prescriptive." State mandates for instructional time were similarly nonexistent. For example, a table of suggested time allocations suggested there might be 40 minutes of mathematics per day in grades 4-6. In 1981, Ohio also had no state assessment for mathematics or any other subject. One was started in the mid-1970s, but died for lack of appropriations. The state did, however, require districts to use standardized tests, but without saying what tests shall be used, what subjects tested, how frequently or for what students. Nor were there any guidelines or suggestions on setting standards of achievement.
The state has not had a textbook adoption policy and, in fact, the State Department staff has followed an unwritten policy of not recommending specific mathematics textbooks for local adoption.90 Ohio's policies on student placement have been, for the most part, equally tolerant of local diversity. While districts were required to have a written promotion policy, the state provided no guidance on what that policy should be91, though some did press for instruction sensitive to individual differences. For example, districts were required to provide for "continuous sequential progress directed toward diagnosing and meeting the needs of each pupil. This shall be done through organizational and grouping practices on all grade levels and by differentiated learning activities and materials."92

In short, the state has not prescribed what topics should be taught to what students, when and for how long, and to what standards of achievement. When the state did consider more prescriptive policies, such as grade-to-grade promotion standards and state minimum competencies, such policies were rejected. When the state developed a pair of minimal competency handbooks, school districts were given, not the minimal competencies themselves, but rather a step-by-step process for building a local competency program.93 It was the task of the districts, not the state, to set zones of tolerance for teachers.

To encourage district compliance, Ohio had three types of school evaluation. The first called for the State Department of Education to conduct evaluations through site visits, reaching each school about every seven years.94 The second type consisted of annual reports from principals to the State Department of Education.95 The third program has been voluntary and consisted of self-appraisal.96
Though Ohio's policies were notably permissive, they avoided virtually all hint of direct control. The state's authority and power were put indirectly to the service of local district policies through school evaluation measures. Not only was legal authority inherent in the state's requirements, but also power in the threat of sanctions existed for districts not in compliance. When conducting evaluations, the state used a form which listed minimum standards for elementary schools along with boxes for checking compliance, qualified compliance or noncompliance. Violations were to be reported to the local school board and, in principle, could lead to loss of the school's charter from the state. The required annual reports likewise required principals to state what they were doing to study at least one phase of the school's program in depth each year and all phases over a five-year period—all within the framework provided by the minimum standards.

In 1981-82 the state appeared to be embarking on major new policy initiatives. These initiatives, however, promised to stay with the prevailing philosophy. One of the Ohio competency handbooks summarized this position as follows:

> Education functions best when the initiative, plans and management are kept close to the people. The state has a role to play in charting directions, but the management and day-to-day decisions work best when they are in the hands of a locally elected board of education and locally selected administrators.97

---

**Michigan: A Surprisingly Wide Zone of Tolerance**

The Michigan state assessment was one of the earlier and more publicized of state testing initiatives. On the basis of this program, Michigan gained an inaccurate reputation for strong state curriculum policies.98 In 1981 the Michigan Educational Assessment Program was still the state's only major
policy to focus directly on content prescription.99 Its history demonstrates that it was not, relative to other state testing programs studied, a very powerful policy.

When the State Department of Education started to develop objectives for mathematics in the early 1970s, its efforts were immediately criticized as too narrow by the executive committee of the Michigan Council of Teachers of Mathematics (MCTM).100 The MCTM, invited by the state superintendent to do better, worked with classroom teachers, mathematics educators, and mathematicians to produce the first official version of the mathematics objectives in 1973.101 These objectives were minimal. They were not a complete program nor were they obligatory. No language said that all districts must teach them, much less that all students must attain them.102 Thus, whatever force the objectives possessed came from their use in the Michigan Education Assessment Program (MEAP) which had begun with norm-referenced tests, but which later switched to criterion-referenced tests based on the state objectives. In 1980-81 about 150 of the state's 600 K-9 objectives were being tested in the MEAP.

The strength of this combined objective and testing policy has been limited, certainly much more limited than in California, Florida, New York or South Carolina. The legislation creating the MEAP did not dictate that school districts should use the results of the testing program in any specific way. In fact, the 1980-81 assessment handbook sent to all districts stated explicitly that use of the state's recommendations "is the choice of the local staff."103

The state has given little power to the program. What little power the tests did have is, in the main, the consequence of the publicity that newspapers have given to comparison of scores among districts. The State
Department has offered only modest, positive incentives in the form of in-service and materials for teachers to help them teach the content covered on the tests.104

Lacking power, the State Department has appealed primarily to social, expert and legal authority. Brochures have typically grounded the assessment in the authoritative acts of the Michigan legislature. The MEAP handbook has also appealed to the fact that the tests were written by Michigan educators and field-tested on a statewide sample of students and that the tests were endorsed by and developed with the help of the Michigan Council of Teachers of Mathematics.105

Michigan has had no textbook policies affecting mathematics content with the exception of some metric requirements for which there has been virtually no enforcement.106 The state has not formally specified time to be spent on mathematics or any other subject. The State has made no policies on student placement other than those which are the consequence of certain categorical programs, such as compensatory education. The state's stance on teacher qualifications has been, in the manner of most American states, to delegate responsibility to colleges and universities with approved teacher education programs. The state's certification requirements have been very general, doing nothing to limit the teachers' zone of tolerance in elementary school mathematics.107 The state did not have a policy requiring school evaluation or accreditation although program criteria that could be applied in such an evaluation were under development at the time of our study.

In short, Michigan has created a wide zone of tolerance which places great trust in local school districts and the individual classroom teacher, a trust which is also communicated at the state level by the use of teacher organizations to establish expert authority. The state's philosophy has been
well expressed in the paragraph which stands at the beginning of a
state-published Teacher Resource Guide for Metric Education:

The individual classroom teacher is the real decision-maker
for the curriculum. Decisions involving the selection of
lessons, their sequencing and adaptation to individual
learners, the materials available, the time allowance and
the host of other factors must be considered by the teacher
as daily instruction is planned. These guidelines do not
specify a complete lesson series for all teachers every-
where. 108

It is a surprise - even to us within the state - that Michigan, in put-
ting so few mandatory curriculum requirements on districts and teachers, has
left a zone of tolerance broader than that of Florida, New York,
South Carolina, California, Indiana, and Ohio.109

How Policies Differed

Objectives, Syllabi, Curriculum Guides

State policies may either attempt to control teachers directly by telling
them what to teach, to whom, etc., or these policies may exert indirect con-
trol by requiring districts to develop their own district-level policies.
Some statement of the objectives of mathematics instruction (whether it is
called a syllabus, curriculum guide, or whatever) is a necessary but not suf-
ficient instrument of direct content control. States which specify the con-
tent of elementary school mathematics in some detail aspire to at least a
minimum of direct control. States with no such objectives (e.g., Ohio) can
exercise at most indirect control.

Yet even in states with objectives, policies differ markedly in their
potential for inroads on teacher autonomy. Indiana objectives were purported-
ly not prescriptive. Michigan objectives have consisted of minimal competen-
cies which were but partial guidelines and within which much district and
teacher variation has been permitted—sometimes even encouraged. California
objectives, though more comprehensive, have carefully stayed within what most
teachers would consider typical content. New York's objectives contained more innovative content. In only one area did all seven states try to go beyond what is typical—metric measurement—and this was largely in response to federal leadership.

Topics which go beyond typicality pose more threat to teacher autonomy than do core topics. Policies calling for typical content may simply ask teachers to do what most would have done anyway. In fact, the California Mathematics Framework was justified largely in this fashion.

Objectives by themselves have little strength and no state has relied on objectives alone. Without means for implementation or enforcement, objectives may have authority but little or no power. The authority of objectives tends to be primarily expert or traditional. Traditional authority is relied upon for typical content, as in California, whereas expert authority is emphasized more in the prescription of nontypical content. The process of translating expert into social authority can be seen in the NSF probability project and syllabus tryout procedures in New York.

In short, objectives delineate some of the boundaries of a zone of tolerance, but they do little to impose these boundaries on teachers. To strengthen the boundaries, links with other policies are required.

Student Testing Policies

Testing is the display case of state curriculum policy; the boundaries set by testing are generally the most visible aspects of the zone of tolerance. Testing is also nearly universal among states and districts. All the states in our sample have required some sort of student assessment in elementary school (although Ohio and Indiana had no statewide tests). Three of the states (California, Florida and South Carolina) had more than one such state-mandated program.
In spite of the near universality of testing, the seven states differed greatly in their test policies. First, the states had different ways of specifying the content to be tested. In the indirect control state of Ohio, the state merely mandated that districts use nationally published tests. In Florida, districts were actively involved in the development of statewide tests and were given further legal obligations for designing their own district tests. In South Carolina, the state required use of its own test and specified that a particular norm-referenced test be used as well. In California, although the state took responsibility for identifying the content of statewide tests, it also made a serious attempt to tailor the content to what districts were already doing. In New York, the state took the entire responsibility and based the tests solely on the state syllabus.

Second, states differed in what was said about teachers teaching the content of the test. Michigan, for example, did not clearly establish the responsibility of each district to teach the content covered by the MEAP. And in California teachers were prohibited from direct preparation for the test in the California Assessment Program. Third, states differed still further, as we have seen, in the links between testing and other policies, such as required remediation and school evaluation.

Finally, the states have also varied greatly in the potential strength of their testing policies. New York has been high in authority and power over the process of testing. This counterbalances the lack of traditional authority for the content to be tested, such as probability and statistics. In Michigan, by comparison, authority has been limited and power non-existent.

**Student Placement Policies**

Promotion, mandatory remediation, and graduation requirements are potentially policies of high power, that is, they entail big penalties for
students who do not make the grade and added pressure for teachers who are forced to deal with students who fail. The limited use of such policies is an acknowledgement of their great potential for control—a potential that can arouse considerable opposition. Thus, placement policies, even in the four most direct control states (California, Florida, New York and South Carolina) have been circumscribed in various ways.

In Michigan such placement policies have not been used. Likewise in South Carolina, an otherwise strong state, this type of policy has been avoided or at least put off. While New York has required remediation and high school graduation testing, in California high school graduation testing has been handled by the indirect and less threatening means of delegation to the districts.

Grade promotion is an example of a policy that lacks traditional authority at the state level. Only in Florida has there been a state grade promotion policy, and even that policy was limited to third grade and circumscribed in various other ways (e.g., retention limited to one year without parental permission).

Textbook Policies

Textbook policies are potentially major sources of state influence on what teachers teach. If teachers were required to teach from certain textbooks and if the content of those textbooks were standardized at state level, then textbooks would no doubt have considerable influence. None of our seven states took such a hard line.

Of the seven states in our study, Florida, California, South Carolina, and Indiana have had state textbook adoption. New York, in spite of generally strong state policies, had no textbook adoption policy and hardly
acknowledged, as far as we could see, the existence of textbooks in its other policies. Michigan and Ohio had some requirements pertaining to textbooks, but these had virtually no content significance.

Adoption states have given districts a choice among commonly used textbooks and these textbooks, as our earlier research has shown,111 differ substantially in the topics covered. Thus, in elementary school mathematics at the present time, the influence of state textbook adoptions appears to be slight. Moreover, textbooks have provided little guidance in other areas of content decision-making, such as allocation of time and grouping.

Nevertheless, we do not know how much more textbooks would vary if it were not for state textbook adoptions. We do not know, for example, how much state decisions about the importance of metric measurement have led to the present extensive use of metric measurement in elementary school mathematics textbooks. We could better understand the magnitude of state influence if there were some states which demanded a predominance of metric measurement in their textbooks and other states which called for mostly customary measurement.

Time Allocation Policies

Time allocation is a neglected area of policy in that, although the states of South Carolina, Indiana, Ohio, and New York have recommended or mandated time allocations for elementary school mathematics, no state in our study gave much attention to these policies. Although Florida and California both tended toward direct control policies, neither specified the amount of time to be devoted, grade-by-grade, to elementary school mathematics. This lack of emphasis is surprising given the emphasis on time in recent research on teaching. At the topic level, time allocations were not addressed in the
policies of any of the states studied. Yet states might very well have promoted, for example, metric measurement through mandated amounts of time on this topic.

Teacher Qualification Policies

Teacher testing policies were the subject of much publicity, even in 1981. But they had little effect on the zones of tolerance at that time. They were too new and generally applied only to prospective teachers. None of the states in our study dared challenge practicing teachers so directly as to test their knowledge of mathematics and mathematics teaching.

Other teacher qualification policies, such as inservice and certification, have been generally nonprescriptive with regard to mathematics content. In their lack of emphasis on developing mathematics competence among teachers, they may by default have had a great influence on what has been taught and, more importantly, not taught.

Conclusion

In this paper an analytic framework has been developed for the examination of state policy zones of tolerance. This framework consists of three classifications with which we began the study and two additional distinctions that have emerged as important in the course of our research. The three a priori classifications include (a) the different types of teacher content decisions (how much time, what topics, etc.), (b) the different types of curriculum or instructional policy (regarding objectives, tests, textbooks etc.), and (c) indicators of the potential strength of these policies. The two additional distinctions have to do with the difference between direct and indirect control and the extent to which policy challenges current practice.
Our analysis has illustrated the value of this formulation in several ways. First, the distinctions brought to this analysis help contrast what states have done with what might be done. From this perspective, variation among the states studied in what was actually done was slight. No state-guaranteed teachers complete autonomy in the making of content decisions. Each of the states studied took measures to restrict this autonomy in some way. At the other extreme, no state tried to dictate exactly what teachers should do about selecting topics, allocating time, sequencing content, grouping students and setting standards. Moreover, in the development of any one policy, the possibilities for strengthening that policy through greater prescriptiveness, consistency, authority and power have been far from exhausted.

Second, variation among states in content policy has been considerable, especially when compared with the uninformed, but still widespread is the notion that educational governance in the 50 states has been more or less uniform. In particular, the approach to policy formulation in states attempting direct control was qualitatively different from states attempting indirect control. Insofar as they have specified what to teach and to what standards, New York, South Carolina, Florida, and California were more like the centralized national school systems of Europe than they were to the American states which, above all, stressed district prerogatives in making these decisions.

Even among the four states that have sought some direct control, we find important differences. One is in the emphasis on different types of content decisions. South Carolina has emphasized control of topic selection while remaining wary of setting strong pupil progression standards that teachers and students would have to meet. Florida, by contrast, has been more willing to set such standards. Still another difference concerns the state's willingness to challenge prevalent practice. California has concentrated on finding out
what districts and teachers already tend to do and then has adopted policies
to better realize these intentions. Examples of states that have been more
willing to go against the status quo include New York in topic selection and
Florida in standards setting.

Third, our formulation provides a basis for identifying similarities both
between states and, within states, among different types of policy. Like
Wirt, we find that "while there is nothing approaching uniformity among states
in these data, neither is it the case that each state is different from the
others."\textsuperscript{112} Characteristics common to the indirect control states of Indiana
and Ohio, for example, are more important than their differences. Moreover,
in Ohio the state has shown exceptional consistency in pursuing this approach
in all areas of policy, even to the extent of rejecting its first attempt at
state assessment.

Finally, our formulation serves as a source of hypotheses about the
effects of different policies. While this paper has not investigated the
implementation or effects of policy, it has suggested many effects that the
policies might have. Would teachers in a particular state change their
content decisions if policies were instituted in areas not presently empha-
sized (e.g., time allocations)? Where do district curriculum policies have
the most impact—in states seeking direct control or in those seeking indirect
control? Is student achievement in some sense better under one style of con-
trol than under the other? What are the effects of policies which call for
new content as opposed to those which attempt to make more effective what
teachers normally intend to teach? Are state-promoted topics in probability
and statistics, for example, more often taught in New York than California?
Answering these empirical questions is important since teacher content decisions determine much of student opportunities to learn, especially in subjects largely learned in school (e.g., mathematics). However, answering these questions is not sufficient to decide whether the potential for greater control is good or bad. To make conclusions about the worth and danger of greater control, one must have wise political judgment and well-grounded values in addition to knowledge of empirical research. What empirical research can do is to give the various parties to this debate a better better understanding of the policies that aim to influence what teachers do.
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